GYMNASTS DEFEAT PENN BUT LOSE TO ARMY

ALL FIRSTS BUT ONE TAKEN BY ENGINEERS

Fighting hard from start to finish the Engineer gym team broke the Penn "meat" in dual meets with the Army and Penn at West Point on Saturday afternoon. The Cardinal and Gray lost the Army meet 26-28 and the Penn in tumbling. In looking over the parallels this year Army has perfected a fair series and is second in the Penn in tumbling. The Engineers, taking firsts in all events, broke even in dual meets with the Army and Penn at West Point.

Practically every first in both meets went to the hard-fighting Cardinal and Gray team. It was only lack of men in one instance that kept them from defeating the Army as they took first in every event except the flying rings, in which the West Pointers took every first but one. In the Penn half of the affair the Engineers took every first and second event.

"Dolled in Star of Meet"

Norman Dallid was by far the outstanding performer of the meet, taking first in the handstand by a large margin. Since he has started working on this stunt his performance as a whole has improved about 15 percent. Apparently Maroney of Pennsylvania is the only one that stands between him and the Intercollegiate tumbling championship.

Bill Fairchild was the high point man for the Engineers, taking firsts in the rope climb and side horse in both meets. His work on the side horse was carried out very well and he stands a good chance of placing in the Intercollegiate next Saturday. In several of the previous meets he had been held off the horse before completing his series, but he seems to have remedied this.

Wells Wins the High Bar

David Wells was up to his usual form on the horizontal bars, taking first in both the Army and Penn meets. He will be a big feature in next week's intercollegiate in both this event and the all-around championship as he has been developing all of his spare time work on the side horse and tumbling, and has perfected a fair series in both. He has been improving steadily on the rings, which is taking a first in the Penn meet. Braden Beavers one of the first exhibitors on the parallels this year when he took third in the Army meet and first in the Penn meet. He did well in both. Besides this he took third in the Army meet and second in the Penn with some fine work.

Final Meet of Season

This marks the final meets of the season for the Engineers. In looking over their record that have put their broken even, having beaten Rowan, Temple, and Penn, while they lost to Princeton, Navy, Dartmouth and the Army. The intercollegiate next week will be the climax of their efforts. As they are being held in Walker, the Cardinal and Gray will have the advantage in that there are still several men that ought to count quite a good deal.

One of the features of the intercollegiate
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DOUBLED AND REDOUBLE all WITHIN FIVE YEARS!!

Engineer Matmen Take Third Place

Technology's Varsity gymnasts came through with a big surprise by beating out Tufts for third place in the New England Invitational at Tufts after last qualifying a man in the preliminary rounds. However, the men from Harvard defeated the Beavers in two out of the championships, giving Cap- pelli and Hall the individual crowns, but were again unable to win the team's third place third place. Harvard and Brown divided the seven championships between them, Harvard taking four and Brown three. The first team scores were: Harvard 22; Brown, 21; Technology, 6; Tufts, 1. The new champions are: 115, L. S. Cullin of Brown; 125, D. J. Burns of Harvard; 135, Joseph Latat of Harvard; 145, J. L. Cullen of Harvard; 155, B. T. Cullin of Harvard; 165, A. J. O'Connell of Harvard; 175, J. B. O'Connell of Harvard.

Cooper Shares Second Team

Sullivan of Harvard proved his worth in the parallel bars, taking second place in that event. After an overtime bout he defeated the Army man of Brown, who has been defeated only once this season by the national champ, in the preliminaries and then defeating Austin of Tufts for the title. Sullivan was able to take second by defeating Austin, Austin again defeated the Beaver entrant, Philadelphia, in the first round.

Williams had a team entered in the event but at the last minute notified the committee that the team was not considered strong enough to compete and would not be entered. However, the other teams all entered their second string in a special competition. Harvard won this as handily as the championship event, coming through with a 9th place finish.

Merrill James, another leader of the Engineers, talking firsts in the gymnastics and tumbling event. Since he has started working on the side horse he has improved impressively on the side horse and is second in the Penn meet. His work on the side horse was carried out very well and he stands a good chance of placing in the Intercollegiate next Saturday. In several of the previous meets he had been held off the horse before completing his series, but he seems to have remedied this. Williams had a team entered in the event but at the last minute notified the committee that the team was not considered strong enough to compete and would not be entered. However, the other teams all entered their second string in a special competition. Harvard won this as handily as the championship event, coming through with a 9th place finish.